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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents methods of statistical analysis and interpretation of hydrogeological signals in clayey
formations, e.g., pore water pressure and atmospheric pressure. The purpose of these analyses is to
characterize the hydraulic behaviour of this type of formation in the case of a deep repository of Mid-
Level/High-Level and Long-lived radioactive wastes, and to study the evolution of the geologic formation
and its EDZ (Excavation Damaged Zone) during the excavation of galleries. We focus on galleries Ga98
and Ga03 in the sites of Mont Terri (Jura, Switzerland) and Tournemire (France, Aveyron), through data
collected in the BPP- 1 and PH2 boreholes, respectively.

The Mont Terri site, crossing the Aalenian Opalinus claystone, is an underground laboratory managed by
an international consortium, namely the Mont Terri project (Switzerland). The Tournemire site, crossing
the Toarcian claystone, is an Underground Research facility managed by IRSN (France).

We have analysed porewater and atmospheric pressure signals at these sites, sometimes in correlation with
other data. The methods of analysis are based on the theory of stationary random signals (correlation
functions, Fourier spectra, transfer functions, envelopes), and on multiresolution wavelet analysis (adapted
to nonstationary and evolutionary signals). These methods are also combined with filtering techniques, and
they can be used for single signals as well as pairs of signals (cross-analyses).

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this work is to exploit pressure measurements in selected boreholes from the two
compacted clay sites, in order to:

• evaluate phenomena affecting the measurements (earth tides, barometric pressures…);

• estimate hydraulic properties (specific storage…) of the claystones prior to excavation works and
compare them with those estimated by pulse or slug tests on shorter time scales;

• analyze the effects of drift excavation on pore pressures before, during, and after excavation works.

OVERVIEW OF METHODS

To achieve the above objectives, we analyse and interpret pressure signals using several statistical methods
which we programmed as custom-made Matlab ToolBoxes – including the following:

1) Auto-correlation, cross-correlation and temporal transfer functions (deconvolution).
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2) Fourier spectral analysis, cross-spectral analysis and frequency gain.

3) Cross analysis of porewater and atmospheric pressure; ACF analysis (Atmospheric Correction
Factory); relation with the concept “relative pressure”; consequences on the barometric effect.

4) Multi-resolution dyadic wavelet analysis (and cross-wavelet analysis).

5) Statistical envelope of evolutionary signals (Hilbert transform, Cramer-Leadbetter envelope).

Before these analyses are performed, the raw signals are preprocessed using a number of techniques for
homogenizing the time steps, detecting outliers, and/or reconstructing missing data [1, 2]. Furthermore, the
various methods of signal analyses themselves involve parameters that need to be tested (such as spectral
estimation filters). For these reasons, in each case, a validation test is developed for a better interpretation
of the signal processing tools.

In this paper, the statistical analyses of pressure signals are used to assess the hydraulic characteristics of the
claystone. In particular, the statistical analyses allow us to detect and to characterize, at diurnal time scales,
the relationship between piezometric and atmospheric pressure (whence the barometric efficiency), and at
semi-diurnal time scales, the statistical influence of earth tides (whence an estimate of specific storage). We
focus in particular on the time evolution of these phenomena in the zone damaged by excavation works.

Excavation of the galleries: effects on the evolution of pore pressure, and specific storage

The statistical analyses of
pore pressure signals indicate
the emergence of a damaged
zone (EDZ) as the excavation
front passes near the pressure
sensors (hydromechanical dis-
turbance). These effects are
observed in gallery Ga98 at
Mont Terri (Figure 1) and
Ga03 at Tournemire. In these
formations, the influence of
earth tides is partially masked,
but can still be detected using
average moving filter. We
also observed an evolution of
the calculated hydraulic
parameters before, during,
and after excavation.
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Figure 1: Time evolution of relative pore pressure (p
REL

) and of the
calculated specific storage (Ss) in borehole B-PP1 (chamber PP1) during
the excavation of gallery Ga98 at Mont Terri.


